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Abstract 

 

Data mining also known as knowledge discovery in database has been recognized as a promising new area for database research. 

Studying the patterns hidden in gene expression data helps to understand the functionality of genes. In General, clustering 

techniques are widely used for identification of partitioning from gene expression data. The proposed work in this paper is about 

optimizing the data with fuzzy C-Mean clustering algorithm and using multi-objective optimization method i.e. Non-Dominant 

Sorting Genetic algorithm-2. In the first phase it optimizes the data to reduce the number of comparisons using clustering. Fuzzy 

C-means algorithm is invoked on the data sets, based on the highest membership values of data points with respect to different 

clusters, labelled information are extracted. In each case only 10% class labelled information of data points are randomly selected 

which acts as supervised information. In the Second phase it is implemented with multi-objective genetic algorithm to find fitness 

function. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the modern digital life, digital content like photos, audios, videos are playing on important role in the human life, these digital 

media will contain the information regarding any object, subject or any entity. This information can be used for analysis, 

computation, proofing etc. The images indicates, the presence of object in it sound indicates the signal in it video indicate presence 

of number of frames in it. 

As we elaborate with the digital technology we come across the three phases of it. 

– Audio - only audible can’t see 

– Video - audible and can see also 

– Image (Picture) - Only visible not audible 

These forms of digital media will help the humans to understand and analysis regarding any concept related to it .Although these 

information exhibits the vital role in information technology due to the unwanted addition of unknown and undesired entities 

causes loss of information from the digital media .This presence of unwanted entity is known as noise, which can be of electronic 

noise or digital noise. 

Noise is a unwanted entity present in the digital media which causes less of information for the audio signals ,the addition of 

noises is because of mainly due to electronic noise which recording transmitting and imploring the noise which is related to audio 

files is divided into 2 types of noise  

1) Additives noise 

2) Non Additive noise 

 Additives noise:  

The additive noise is due to the periodical noise broad band noise or pulse noise present, Broadband noises like heart noise, wind 

noise and random noise such as pink & white noise which cause problem for audio signals.  

 Non Additive noise: 

This type of noise does not contain the disturb and that can be converted to first type. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

In [1], In this paper the author has explained the method IIR filter stands for (Infinite Impulse Response Filter) used for direct 

without changing the magnitude of the filter and which minimizes the group delay. By using the all pass filters we can design the 

butterworth and chebyshev low pass filters. 

The design specification is depending on the passband and stopband frequencies. The implementation of the proposed algorithm 

is working in MATLAB programming. This is efficiently design cheyshev low pass filter. 

In [2], The author has addressed noise filtering a type repeated filter, and there are many techniques are available to determine the 

digital filters. The result of infinite impulse response filter is depending on the history of processing to achieve the mapping 

technique. 
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In [3], In this paper author has proposed a time block threshold estimation by increasing the risk that introduced by adjusting all 

the parameters adaptively to signal property. 

To avoid the producing of a musical noise by removing the noise is a non-diagonal process of spectrogram based filtering. 

 It empirically performed by the state of the art algorithm. And it demonstrates the good performance and its very robustness 

through objective of the evaluation procedure. 

In [4], The author has explained the real-time stabilation system that uses the kalman filter it provides the smoother operation. 

By kalman filter to delete the shorter image fluctuation gross movement. It implements the robust and efficient stabilization system 

by constant velocity motion and constant acceleration motion model by the global camera motion. 

In [5], In this paper the author has proposed a patch based noise removal method for the video which has a capacity of denoising 

the noise which is generated by the video by performing the grouping of those patches which are similar in different domains 

performs the noise estimation from the video data. It has proposed the scheme of noise estimating based on satisfactory of data. 

This proposed method by providing high robust and good effective by removing the noise.  

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

In the proposed method we have adopted the de-noising in the separate segments or modules. The overall system has been classified 

by the following modules. 

1) Audio Denoising 

2) Video Denoising 

 Audio Denoising:  

The audio noise can have occurred due to any of the distortions like electronic noise, electrostatic noise, transmission channel 

distortion. To work on these problem in our project we are using multi-level methods like Lowpass filter, Highpass filter and 

Bandpass filter. 

The lowpass filter process a signals with lower value of frequency than threshold attenuates the signal that should be above the 

threshold value. The amount of these frequency will depend in the designing of filters. 

The highpass filter is an electronic filter process the signals or data with higher value than the given range and that should be 

below the threshold frequency. The amount of these frequency will depend in the designing of filters. 

The bandpass filter processes the signals within the cut off frequency.it is combined between low pass and high pass technics. 

It is sometimes reffered as rolls-off filter in that each frequency is expressed in dB to attenuates the given frequency with particular 

cut off frequency to achieve the intended design of the electronic band pass filter. 

 Video Denoising:  

video denoising is used for eliminating the video signal. it is combination of number of frames these video frames can be corrupted 

during the transmission and storage purpose due to the blurance caused while taking the video to overcome this kind of problem 

we are using kalman filter and color filter. 

1) Kalman filter is intended for a digital signal processing based filters which gives the estimation of the noise and state of 

the system. This filter suddenly takes the feedback from the user and will make the regarding assumption about the noise. 

2) Color filter is a combination of colors like red pixel filter, green pixel filter, blue pixel filter.  

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 In the audio denoising process the removal of noise present in the signal has been performed by the following steps shown in 

below. 

1) Step 1: Initiates the system 

2) Step 2: Input the audio file 

3) Step 3: Process the audio file to audio signal 

4) Step 4: Display the audio signal and play 

5) Step 5: Add the noise in the signal in DB 

6) Step 6: Perform the multiple filter options as fallows 

– Apply low pass filter with frequency range f1 

– Apply the high pass filter with frequency range f2 

– Apply band pass filter with frequency range f1 to f2 

7) Step 7: Regenerate the audio signal and play 

8) Step 8: Stop the system 

In the video denoising process there are three of the important steps in the kalman filtering process are as follows: 

1) Step 1: Detection of noise 

2) Step 2: Extract color information 

3) Step3: Removing noise 
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  In the initial step1, the detection of the noisy pixels and noiseless pixels is performed based on spatial temporal information 

recursively. 

In the later step 2, the image pixels’ information is extracted based on the color feature within a color domain in comparison of 

to the noisy and noiseless color bands. 

In final step removing of the noise which are been detected by previous 2 steps is performed and the result is given to the user. 

 
Fig. 1: 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the proposed system of audio and video denoising we have apply multiple filters independently. For audio and video denoising 

which has given satisfactory result. For audio denoising we have used simple filters like lowpass, highpass, bandpass filters and 

for video denoising we have used high level filters like kalman filters and color filters. After denoising the audio signal and video 

frames we have obtained the result with less noise than the input signal. 
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